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HUMANITY
A new society is emerging.
Distance between humans, change in economic activities
and change to an information society
New ideas give birth to new design and manufacturing.

◆Headquarters & CUBIC Sales Department
Takanawa Sengakuji-ekimae Bldg.3F,2-18-10
Takanawa,Minato-ku,Tokyo 108-0074 Japan
TEL:+81-3-6367-6621

E-mail:cb̲overseas̲sales@taica.co.jp
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CLEAN
Colors evoking a sense of
cleanliness are trending
A space from which all
impurities have been removed.
Completely pure white color.

SUSTAINABLE

DISCOVERY
A recycling-based, zero-waste
society is becoming more
importat, concepts of
symbiosis and coexistence gain
attention. Materials designed
based material recycling have
diﬀerent characteristic from
natural materials.

https://www.taica.co.jp/en/

FOR YOUR
HEALTH
Rising awareness of health and
ﬁtness are aﬀecting products.
Colors and patters that evoke a
sense of “activity”
Dynamic patterns and
expressions

Technology To Enrich Our Tomorrows
The future we see is not far oﬀ.
In pursuit of a place that is just within reach,
we will spread the seeds of fresh new technologies.
We believe that these seeds will take root in peopleʼ s lives
around the world and bloom with surprise and joy.
Imagining the future,Taica.
The tomorrow we make,are right there.

A recycling-based, zero-waste
society is becoming more
importat, concepts of symbiosis
and coexistence gain attention.
Materials designed based
material recycling have diﬀerent
characteristic from natural
materials.

CREEN
The world is becoming more
urbanized.
Instead of tasteless and dry
artiﬁcial goods,
Living space including green
and natural materials
are spreading a new fusion of
urban and nature.

ARTISAN

Inspired by traditional Japanese
craftmanship.
Cloisonne, enamel and ceramic
Glass enamel, depth of materials,
color transitions, color light
reﬂection,

CREEN

CLEAN + GREEN
The world is becoming more urbanized.
Instead of tasteless and dry artiﬁcial goods,
Living space including green and natural materials
are spreading a new fusion of urban and nature.

T-19114
EC S TEAK BK 1C(OP)
EC20-020-1

A robust yet reﬁned carbonized
wood. The overall black color
accentuates the beauty of the
ﬁne wood grain pattern.

TSZ-18028-6
TS WALNUT STRAIGHT BUZZ 2C
SC20-151-3

A walnut pattern in a light color
tone as by decolorization
process. Changing the original
dark, rich color of walnut to a
light color tone creates a fresh
impression.

TK8314
NT SIGNATURE OAK
SC20-151-2

An oak pattern with a striking
straight grain. The brushed
ﬁnishig brings out the natural
brown color of the material,
giving this pattern a natural feel.

T-19039
NT FASH 5CWR009630OP-B
SC20-151-1

Even within the family of trending ash
timbers, this grain is distinctively
wavy. While greyish wood is
dominating the current trend, bringing
out the natural color and qualities of
the material by using rich brown color
recently gains attention.

DISCOVERY

The recent changes we experience in our daily lives continues to
create new values and discoveries.
People develop a growing awareness for the value of real materials
like the details and texture of the material and seek
for an even higher quality of life.

CLEAN

Colors evoking a sense of cleanliness are trending
A space from which all impurities have been removed.
Completely pure white color.

T-18069
NT MINUTE GRID 3C2HMOP
SC20-151-7

A pattern inspired by
antimicrobial metals, which
receive attention due to the
spread of Covid-19. Adding this
pattern to our line up as a sporty
décor, we propose the appeal of
a clean space.

T-20009
NT SCRATCH LINE SILVER
SC20-151-6

A geomoetric pattern inspired by
the overlap of metallic mesh
fabric. The white and silver colors
evoke a pure, clean impression.

TK8646
NT INTENTION NEW
SC20-151-10

The texture and material feel of
rust-processed copperware applied
to a decorative pattern. As an
alternative to the standard metallic
hairline, we suggest a new
approach evoking a vintage feeling
of ancient luxury.

T-20047
NT BLACK MIST
SC20-151-11

A pattern inspired by the deep
blue color and sparkle created by
enameled glass / cloisonné. A
new form and value is created by
adding the unique presence of
pieces of art and craftmanship to
interior decoration.

ARTISAN

Inspired by traditional Japanese craftmanship.
Cloisonne, enamel and ceramic
Glass enamel, depth of materials, color transitions, color light
reﬂection,

FOR YOUR HEALTH

Rising awareness of health and ﬁtness are aﬀecting products.
Colors and patters that evoke a sense of “activity”
Dynamic patterns and expressions

TK8633
NT UROKO CYBERTECH
SC20-151-9

A geometric pattern inspired by
mesh fabric found in running
shoes. The dynamic layout
emphasizes an active image.

T-18167
NT P CARBON SUS LINE 3C
SC20-151-12

A carbon pattern with a ﬁne
weaving. The fabric-like look
evokes a modern impression that
is sporty yet relatively versatile.

T-18190
NT CIN W M5C009630WR B
SC20-151-5

Laminated wood is gaining
attention as a sustainable
material. While keeping the
texture of the wood, the silver
accent adds a technological
element.

TK8611
NT PRIZM STONE
SC20-151-4

Concrete is a sustainable
material that can be made from
recycled resources. As a
decorative element concrete is a
new material. Used as an accent
it creates a modern space.

SUSTAINABLE

A recycling-based, zero-waste society is becoming more importat,
concepts of symbiosis and coexistence gain attention. Materials
designed based material recycling have diﬀerent characteristic from
natural materials.

